NEW FACES OF JASON
Larry Klein has joined the Jason Industrial team and will be
working closely with Jeff Pence as OEM Product Specialist,
responsible for OEM activity in the Eastern United States.
Larry will be working out of Dallas, Georgia, a suburb of
Atlanta, residing there with with his wife Cheryl and their
16-year-old son Jamie.
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Larry comes to us with over 20 years of Industrial hose, belt,
and drive component experience. From 1990 to 2006, Larry
was with Pirelli, who was then acquired by Dayco, later
acquired by Carlisle. Larry’s last post was with Tucker Rocky,
where he sold aftermarket drive components to the power
sports industry (Motorcycle/ATV/ UTV).

Mark Davis has joined Jason Industrial this month as District Sales
Manager, assuming the responsibility for Sales Territory 1009,
consisting of Florida and Southern Georgia.
T.J. Tennessen is expecting her first child in the middle of May and
has decided to return to Inside Sales following her upcoming
maternity leave. T.J. has done a commendable job in handling the
Outside Sales function, representing Jason Industrial and
leveraging the Tampa branch’s capability throughout the region.
A 1985 Graduate of Georgia Tech, Davis has a degree in Industrial
Engineering. From that point until 2009, Mark worked for
Goodyear Engineered Products in various sales and marketing
assignments. From 2004-2009, he was the Goodyear Account
Executive managing and coordinating sales and marketing
activities on behalf of Applied Industrial Technologies. He also
spent the past two years as a General Manager for AIT in Orlando,
Florida. Some of his higher profile accounts included the Kennedy
Space Center and Lockheed Martin.
Mark resides in the Orlando area with his wife Jeanan and twin
daughters Savannah and Adeline.
We welcome Mark and wish T.J. the best of health to both she and
her new baby girl.
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